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Words from an editor
'We are family' – Sister Sledge
There was a wedding recently, posh frocks and funny hats, you may have noticed it as it
swarmed the news channels and newspapers. I don't bring this to mind because of the
impressive pomp, nor the adulation and euphoria that it generated.
I write about it because those that read this – whether they be fellow writers or readers just
looking for enjoyment, it strikes me very much that we are family. The family of the word, if
you will.
We are in some ways an odd bunch. Not just a strict divide between the aisles of readers this
side, writers that ... because we are all joined by those very words. Many, if not all, writers
tend to read a lot, tend to indulge their fantasies, try to lose themselves in the make believe
worlds that await between the pages.
How then do we divide them? Poets this side, fiction writers that? But then where do the nonfiction writers go? Tucked at the back in those little-talked-about-pews in the far recesses?
There are many that write both fiction and poetry (some included within), do we leave
them with the dilemma of choosing sides?
The simple answer really is that perhaps this is no wedding. This is more like the reception
afterwards, everybody milling and mingling, meeting cousins both known and distant. The
curious looks at the stranger branches never seen before. Some wear the stiffly formal
apparel well, others are relaxed, don't care about dress codes so much, they are just there to
celebrate and party. Others watch, the shrewd observers of human foibles.
There are contributors that are married, even to one another. There are many that have never
seen one another, maybe never will. There are even, hopefully, readers out there that we
don't even know will read this. And there are always those that though not related, would
be just unthinkable to not invite. As editors we get some submissions that do not fi the
criteria that we've asked for ... but it's just too good to miss.
So, while this is a sort of celebration of flash fiction and poetry, there are others here and there
that aren't either. They are simply darned good writing, and I don't think that there is ever
anything wrong with reading that.
Being primarily flash fiction and poetry, sometimes the writing is intensely focused, distilled.
They can ride the waves of the extreme senses, the joy, the grim side of things. They have
no time to spare your sensibilities, they are trying to make a point, an impact. Sometimes
they are just people using words to look at people, to look at events and items. They are
trying to tell you that blood link or not, We Are Family.
Enjoy the party, enjoy the words. Make yourself at home in Issue Six of The RightEyedDeer.
Douglas Pugh, Fiction Editor.

Pathways of Function
To the children of our children’s youth
notes in an electronic diary do not grow old, or fade
to brittle yellow with edges crackled and curled.
Culled from the archives, the lives of our ancestors
are preserved in digital amber, loose pages
of technology, works of art, miasmic muse
dug with ancient tools to change the old obsession
into blogs and tweets and views from the abyss.
Mediocre thoughts on fifteen minutes of fame
express the extraordinary of the hour
and join the medium to the message, until
hands fall idle from keyboard shifts. In faceless books
fibrous overload fragments in wisps, a trauma
of brown flowered memories from a summer’s day.
Eilidh Thomas

Her Life
The parcel sits all day, waits, beckons from the chair
by the hall stand. Speculation over. Sit down,
pull string, tear paper, lift lid, deep breath. Smell. Reach. Touch.
The letter. February 7th 1939.
The picture’s faded but it’s him alright. Upright.
Her nose, her chin, her eyes, her smile, her reflection,
my sister, my mother... her heartache, her secret,
her lover. The hidden life of my grandmother.
His DNA in a lock of hair, glass encased
and a memory stick, saved. Her posterity
to publish and be damned. She’s not old she’s not cold,
her words vibrant, alive across the screen, dancing.
Eilidh Thomas

It Could Never Happen Here
by Sallie Tams
It was a shock when the man who had been her husband died, quite unexpectedly, one cold
November afternoon during a bitter exchange of frosty words. When silence fell, the man who
awoke beside her in the early dawn, was no longer hers, to have and to hold, but instead was
walking towards the open arms of another. An amicable parting, a bed shared for heat and the
temporary comfort of someone there. Yet what was amicable about this? Who was he? Really?
And things automatic, assumptions of little touches here and there, they were all suddenly
garbled by those jabbing definitions – loss, denial, anger – stuff like that, all swallowed in the
thick sauce of being 'amicable'.
And so she found herself sharing a history with a sudden stranger. She became the former
Mrs and wondered what does the former Mrs eat and what does she wear? And how would
she know whether the former Mrs prefers to sleep on the right or left in that now vacated
space? That cruel and unfamiliar place.
In the nullity of an uncomprehending mind, she was caught in a curious stasis like an insect
trapped in its Amber tomb, re-living and re-living as the memory tape wound round its
endless looping. Yet time’s relentless passage ticked on and by early evening the former Mrs,
who that morning could have asked,
—would you like lasagne for dinner?
Or,
— should we book for Paris or Bordeaux next year?
no longer had the right to question the where, the when and most definitely not the why.
So instead, she asked herself what was lacking these many years? Maybe they’d grown
apart but surely that suggested a season of growing together, but what if there had been no
growth at all? How would she recognise her stunted self, one half of a fruitless seed? Dried
and empty; a worn-out husk tossed this way and that on a careless wind which flattered to
deceive.
She’d read somewhere that the average person tells 567 lies a year. She’d never considered
the former Mr. to be average but upon reflection found she couldn’t question the validity of
the reported quota.
So she dislodged the golden token from its erstwhile resting place to examine the less than
perfect circle it had come to describe. Pitted, bumped and blemished, the ugly rut left behind
matched the one gouged across her heart—for all time— like the vow they made when they
said that they would be lovers for eternity.
Then she wondered what sort of a story this would make. Could she encapsulate the pain in
a single sentence? Or do justice to the fear of the solitude, looming like an unwelcome aunt,
black and dowdy, on the horizon? How many words should she use for each year? What kind
of words would describe the fear? Should she speak of good years left behind and how she
believed it could never happen here?

Perhaps she might give vent to frustration’s rage yet there would come a time for anger
soon enough, after the salty tang of bitterness faded from her lips with its reminder of a Judas
kiss. But in the sleepless depths of night when she habitually inspected the pain coiled tightly
around her tender heart, the conclusion started to form in her mind that time indeed is
relative and even the ugliest wounds protect themselves with painless scars.
In that conclusion was born resolve, and so in the rose-grey light of morning the former
Mrs sloughed off the skin of her betrayer and walked, without a backward glance, towards her
unknown future to a place where treachery couldn’t reach her.
She never did hear what became of the former Mr and his paramour, but found she really
didn’t miss the snoring.

Finger-Licking Good
Mussels, sweet sea harvest,
scrubbed free of barnacles,
dunked in boiling water,
cooked in forty seconds.
Gold in blue shells. Perfect.
Joss Hayes

A Conversation
by
Richard Pannbacker

"I'd like to take French if you're teaching it." he said, turning onto the campus.
"Well I am," Marie said. "Do you like French?"
"I think it's very romantic (no pun intended)." He parked in front of the building.
"Imagine making love in Russian!"
"Echh!" she said'
"Imagine..." he said casually. "Yes." she said, her voice low.
Marie's office was down the hall. He tried the door. She wasn't in.

Adult Acting
By Eric Victor Neagu
You decide to become an actor. It is no accident. For many years you have been
anointed with thespian titles. A teacher from youth called you the “Class Clown.” Two college
flames stated that you often behave “like a jackass.” And for nearly twenty years your own
mother has referred to you as a “total and complete character.” Given talents so obvious to
others, you decide to become an actor.
Operating on the belief that there are no small roles, you take a bit part in a limited
production. It is an adult picture. Luckily, you have landed one of the few speaking roles.
This is a big break and you are thrilled. But when your moment arrives you flub your line.
Totally miss it, actually. You try twice more, but the director claims the mood has been lost
and gives you a lesser role as Penis #2 in a run of the mill threesome scene.
The next day you give up working in the pictures, but decide to stay with acting. You
tell your agent, "Film is a director's medium. Theatre is where real actors go." Also, there’s
almost no risk of sexually transmitted disease in the theatre, as far as you can tell.
Full of enthusiasm, you audition for several roles. One of the productions calls you
back and you are optimistic about the part. When the director asks if you can sound more
Cockney, you respond with much enthusiasm, “Sir, I have no problem with nudity when
necessary.” He throws you a puzzled look, which you take as a challenge to your statement.
You begin to remove your clothing to prove your commitment to the production.
He reacts politely, “I’m not sure you fully grasp your character’s motivation.”
You do not receive the part. That night you rent My Fair Lady and realize your
mistake. Later in the year, you apply for a graduate program in business administration and
give up acting entirely.
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FEATURED POET -

Avuncular
"God said to the serpent...
you shall bruise his heel."
Genesis 3:14-15
Before I call her,
I walk in the park,
a narrow glassy footpath,
frigid wind, but a sun strong
and warm, open beechwoods
to penetrate, dreaming
old wilderness.
Before I call her,
I limp that country mile
of spring ice and frozen slush,
spasmodic hiccup of a winter
dying, east of Eden— a hard
mistake, on a heel bone
bruised by a fall.
When I do call,
her time is not her own;
she works the graveyard shift,
nine-day rotation, like myself
out of step with the world.
And her father is ailing
(my old friend.)

E. Russell Smith

I and Thou, Martin Buber
The snow will come again,
white, cold and carried
on the wind that even now
sighs through hemlocks
rising in the darkness.
Even imaginary objects
immanate the limits
fixed by their conjurors,
rightly or wrongly, like
blind men and an elephant.
I imagine space and time,
space transparent and
essential as the air.
My moment punctuates
the endless timescape.
I am not defined. Small faith
outreaches my restricted grasp.
You grant me grace to catch
a transient glimpse beyond
a brief reflection in the void.
But snow will come again,
white, cold and carried
on the wind that even now
sighs through hemlocks
rising in the darkness.

Mader’s Wharf
On winter's shortest day, we loop
the Aspotogan shore, stopping
by a snowbound shingle cottage,
yellow shed and polychrome
cape islanders. We ask about the
floating trays of seedling oysters,
three full years from shucking, but
no one volunteers to answer.
Do we care if nothing's said, or done?
Down the shore we sit with local folk
for chowder, beer and a baguette.
Beyond the warmth of Mader's Wharf
Mahone Bay lies, hove to, beneath the ice.
Three churches scan the empty cove
for all denominations of delinquency -established or dissenting or heretical,
while in slack water, still and slow,
we trust the tide to ebb and flow.

Motown Layover
Three time zones east of yesterday,
still I rise early. A pale moon fails.
I find a coffee, walk the vacant streets.
The horizon of an ailing city
rises out of ashes, dark
against a glow of blood and roses.
A carrion crow relieves the owl
of its watching in my wakeful hours..
High-spirited Sunday sparrows,
starlings, larks and winter finches
forage in the gutters; no other life.
This cruel cold may cauterize
two years of weeping lesions.
I fly before the dirty weather strikes.
Detroit, 20 February 2011

Neoliths
Stones still grow
on the tops of Caithness
white with lichens
enfold tattered ewes
and new lambs
that quilt the commons
lift over their keepers
slate roofs in the lee
of leaning windbreaks
like the corbelled cairns
of their forebears, hardly higher
than the mother ground

'Abstract thoughts' by Karen Sloan

Pinhead
by William Trent Pancoast

It had only been two weeks since Pinhead and his family had left West Virginia when
his dad was killed on the picket line at American Rubber in Oakridge. Ironically, it was
Pinhead himself who had helped open the gate to allow the strikers access to the plant. One of
the pickets, a friend of his dad from down home, had backed his pickup truck to the fence and
attached a chain to the rear bumper hitch. All 60 pounds of the eight year old Pinhead was
squeezed under the chain link fence with the other end of the chain, which he dragged the ten
feet to the gate. In the dawn light, the guards had not seen him drop the chain loop over the
slide lock on the gate. Then as Pinhead scrambled for the fence, the truck revved and tires
squealed as the gate was forced open. The lock mechanism flipped into the air and sailed
backwards into the group of pickets where it caught his dad in the temple.
That was the end of the strike right there. Everyone stood around the downed man
waiting for the ambulance to arrive. No more rocks were thrown. The jack rocks and ball bats
were carefully tucked back into car trunks as if they were tools being put away at the end of a
day’s work. By the time the ambulance arrived, the plant’s top management had joined the
strikers in their little group and ordered the guards to fetch coffee and donuts for everyone.
And then they all went inside and figured out a way to agree on a new contract.
Pinhead was thinking of that morning now as he loaded the quarter panel in the huge
hem die. He cycled the press with the palm buttons just as the afternoon break whistle blew,
and laid his oily gloves on the press bed. He looked at the pile of books he was reading right
now--“Sons and Lovers,” “The Tin Drum,” and “The Idiot,” then grabbed the Dostoyevsky
novel and started up the aisle to the break area. He had gotten the job here at the GM
stamping plant through the union a year earlier, just out of high school. All the union guys
knew what had happened to Pinhead’s dad a decade earlier and made sure the young man had
a job.
Pinhead was named “Pinhead” because he always carried a stack of books with him

everywhere he went. His real last name was Pinwed. After his father’s death, his mother had
urged all the five kids to get an education—it was the only way out of poverty she could see for
them. Reading became Pinhead’s mission in life. His goal was to read every book in the grade
school library. And he did that. In high school, he set the same goal for himself, reading 2
books a day. He would stay up late at night, take books to the bathroom or cafeteria, and carry
them on his paper route after school. He was always bent over a book. His eyes became
sunken with dark pouches beneath, and he was not aware of the clothes he put on each
morning—he didn’t know what color they were and did not notice if they were clean or dirty.
As long as he had his eyes fixed on the pages, he was satisfied. He became well read in the
classics, especially the modern, and was an expert on the novel of the nineteenth and
twentieth century. Pinhead became a subject of ridicule among his schoolmates for his everpresent stack of books and his unkempt appearance.
And that was just fine with him. He grew up needing an enemy, his class warfare
instincts kindled by the death of his father in the labor dispute and bolstered by the readings
of Steinbeck, Lawrence, Sinclair and others, and the college-bound students who were
particularly bothered by Pinhead—they instinctively knew that he would be better educated
than them—were seen as a good enough enemy by him. They ridiculed him on a daily basis,
nicknaming him “Pinhead,” tripped him on the stairwells, but stayed their distance since his
only method of fighting back had become spitting. He was extremely accurate and more than
once had ruined a preppie’s day by planting a yellow mucous hocker on a Gant shirt. He would
have loved to fight them and hurt them physically, but the year after his father’s death he had
nearly died of botulism—his mother’s treasured pressure canner had disappeared during one
of the many moves the family made from neighborhood to neighborhood in Oakridge, and she
had had to rely on hot water bath canning for their food needs—and the severe illness, coupled
with the poor nutrition his family experienced, had left him small and weak.
Today as he clutched the paperback volume of “The Idiot,” he was angry. The job had
been a real break for him and his family. He was already eying a little bungalow in Oakridge
for his mother and his younger siblings. He had money in his pocket and was going to look at
a 1967, orange Camaro after work. He had spent the day thinking about the fast car, with its
327 engine and big, rear tires and that had set him back in his reading—he should have been
on track to finish another novel by bedtime tonight but was way behind schedule. And then he

had wondered if he would spend so much time driving the new car if he bought it that he
would neglect his reading—he wanted to have all of Dostoyevsky’s books finished in another
week and then get started on Tolstoy.
But the real reason he was angry was because he was being labeled a queer. He wasn’t
queer. He had been having sex with the neighbor girl for years and sort of had his eye on a
friend of his sister. But what had happened is that he was called to take his physical for the
military and, not wanting anything to do with Vietnam, had told the doctor that he was queer.
Shoot—he didn’t care what people thought of him—his name was “Pinhead” after all, and he
was used to ridicule as a daily routine. But he hadn’t counted on another fellow from the plant
being there for a physical the same day. Now the word had spread, and he paid attention to
how the other men looked at him. Pinhead was sure that everybody thought he was queer.
It hadn’t been difficult to persuade the military that they really would not want him—
his rumpled, unhealthy appearance would have been enough, but he didn’t want to take any
chances because of his mother and the kids, so he made up the story about being queer to
make sure they didn’t want him.
He fingered his copy of “The Idiot” and held it up to look at it as he approached the
break area. He had only read a hundred pages and the book was disconcerting to him because
he was an idiot, too. He was a “pinhead” and never knew how to act about anything.
When he was waiting for the machine to fill his paper cup with the foamy, watereddown coffee, he heard it: “Pinhead.” He looked around to see who had said it. He thought that
once out of high school no one would know that he was Pinhead. But there sat one of the
preppy guys from high school. “Hey, Pinhead,” the other called, not in an unfriendly manner,
but Pinhead reacted.
He spat quickly, the spit wad seeming to float across the break area, suspended, and he
wanted to reach out and grab it back, and then the spittle settled onto the shirt sleeve of the
other young man.
Ah Jeez, Pinhead said to himself as he retreated from the break area, leaving his coffee

in the machine, clutching his book tightly. “Fucking queer,” he heard from behind him and
then there was laughter. He walked slowly back to his job, opened his dad’s old lunch bucket,
felt underneath the paperwork from the realtor, found the blotter of acid, put it in his mouth,
sat down on the metal stool, opened “The Idiot,” and began reading...

_

Lately, Forgiveness
One can vaguely recall the days when
thoughts of hope collected at the horizon
like wild, shimmering butterflies
flapping promising cords of light,
glowing feverishly, tumbling shadows
across an eternity of ice,
where the moon falls hard
and memory is laid bare
like a Pennsylvania snowfield,
cold, empty and barren;
destined to sit out the night
behind the moon,
just another empty apology
taking up space.
George Korolog

The sin of willful thinking
by
Wanda Morrow-Clevenger
Eighteen remains an aching awareness. I won't use the word stupid just yet as I find it harsh
and bandied about too freely. Out of respect for my former self and the times, such as they
were, I'll polish the skeletons in my closet to a high gloss by labeling myself misguided.
Devout evangelical and overtaxed in the responsibility of single parenting, my mother
brought me up exposed to a rather narrow slice of the big, bad world. She knew of this world,
the portion she had experienced, and much was left undecipherable.
“You don't do anything before you marry, so you don't need to know anything before
you marry,” Mom claimed. And my personal favorite: “Men are only after one thing.” The
look on her face when these edicts were given made certain she was dead serious. And I don't
wish to persecute her convictions at this late date, only seek to reassure myself she was
mistaken.
While other girls my age looked forward to college plans with wide-eyed anticipation, I
vainly searched for an indiscernible path, blankly stumbling toward nothingness. Free will
previously stifled, no sure steps were reasonably taken. And reason was quickly scorned in
lieu of everything deemed wantonly wrong. Possessing no map except for that which the
doctrine advocated “the way” suffocated every unrehearsed decision with guilt. I was running
hard and fast from everything to everything else, a devil hound nipping at my heels.
I worked mundane after-school jobs, eventually landing in one of the diners our small
town had to offer. The dinky dive had been around awhile; my oldest sister worked there six
years earlier while in high school. The torch was gratefully passed to me and “waitress”
officially became my tour-of-duty. The new management renamed the restaurant The Hub. I
thought it a jerky name befitting a diddly joint stuck in a dinky town. And I genuinely feared
it was my future.
A quarter tip per person, per table, was standard and I didn't know different from dirt.
Though, I did know if I wore my long hair in braids I'd get a slightly larger tip from a certain

handsome regular. It began just like that too. One day I didn't know squat and the next I
knew too much.
The day I wore my hair in a ponytail instead of the usual braids, he asked me pointblank where my braids were. No other words had passed between us except
for his food order, the “can I get you anything else” question, followed by an obligatory thank
you. But I was slowly catching on. I found if my apron was cinched extra tight it pulled the
uniform up shorter by another inch. More legs – along with the braids – would catch me a
few more quarters per male customer. Yeah, I was starting to get the picture. When you
please a man, even if it's for a waitress tip in a greasy spoon, it puts you in the game. My eyes
were opening. There was no turning back.
A first real paycheck came soon enough after receiving my embossed high school
diploma – a position with the Secretary of State attached to an hour's commute. I flubbed an
interview at a local law firm on purpose, upset my mother pushed me into it. Whether aware
or not, she consistently choreographed: what to do, when to do it, how to do it, what to wear
while doing it. And most importantly, what to think. She had it in mind to decide the future
for me.
I told the suit I'd absolutely leave his employment if an opportunity in the commercial
art field presented itself. What a farce. An opportunity in the commercial art field in small
Carlinville was as ludicrous a notion as Hugh Hefner setting up shop adjacent the Baptist
church. An art teacher had praised my talent senior year and I still held tight to the notion I
might be an artist, given half a chance.
To this day I can't believe my own audacity. But I accomplished what I set out to do, I
blew that interview sky high. The course of my adult life was set by pure defiance. This
counts as first in a long line of mistakes self-inflicted out of rash disregard, desperation, and
reckless stupidity.
Destiny was set in motion. Life came roaring up the tracks full-steam – slammed right
into me – and I was derailed more times than I care to admit. The government jobs held were
one mind-numbing drudge after another, proceeded by countless carpools brimming with the

most dreaded of humanity: the State Worker. I landed in the middle of a freak-fest. The
forfeited desk in that long gone law office looked darn good.
I rose at five o'clock every weekday to primp, coif, and catch my ride so I could pretend
to sleep through the commute, so I didn't have to talk to the freaks, so I could get to jobs that
could only be described as torture. The misery was further aggravated by loneliness,
disappointment, and acute horniness. If anything at all could turn the tide, I thought it had to
be sex. It was past time I became acquainted with my mother's nemesis.
Early fall meant the local college was in full session; the most logical place to start,
plenty of centrally located potential partying. I lied to my mother – what was one more sin
atop another – said I was meeting a friend at her job and catching a ride home. The biggest
solo decision of my life thus far, bad career choice aside, breathed life because I was unhappy
and horny.
Set on getting laid, although hoping for someone in particular, I enlisted fate to provide
a partner. I'd waited too long and had come too far to be picky. Someone surely wanted me,
just for me. An unfulfilled need beyond physical propelled me into the night, alone and on
foot, to the college road. But even that paled in comparison to the pounding in my chest. The
act itself didn't scare me. Nor the night. Nor the sin. My biggest fear was that of omission. If
rejected while willing to give up all I believed I had to offer, it would finish me. The leap I was
taking was far more than just losing my virginity. I had to know once and for all if I was part
of the equation.
The first car to come up from behind in the dusk carried a familiar face, a guy who
pumped gas at the Texaco on North Broad. We had met briefly one Saturday afternoon. I
was with an older sister who stopped to flirt with him. Polite but uninterested in her, he
seemed friendly and was easy to look at. Afternoon sun melted into his strawberry-blond hair
as he smiled in my general direction. He was smiling then as he recognized me, asked what I
was doing, and without waiting for a response said to get in. It was that easy. It didn't matter
that I was winging it, only that I was winging it. The whole flippin' universe fell into my lap
and I grabbed for what the scandalous moment offered. Free choice.

The college was a few blocks away. We must have talked to each other, but I don't
remember a single word. After drinking from a six-pack inside his car, we went to his dorm
room. Some guys in another room yelled something, laughed, as the door closed. I hadn't
drank before, was a little off-balance, and couldn't make out what they said. We
unceremoniously fell onto his small bed and onto each other. I swear I'd give up details if I
could remember any. My best description is a hit and run, except that it was no accident. I
wanted it. He wanted it. Hell, every person on that campus wanted it.
I woke the next day safe and sound in my own bed, enormously changed. There was
absolutely no shame in what we did. I didn't turn into a pillar of salt and Hell didn't open up
and swallow me. The devil hound no longer nipped at my heels. My first time happened. I
had sex. Dorm-room sex, no less. And damn, be it by part or the sum total of hormones,
loneliness, and determination, I made it happen.
When I wander back into the unhappy years that surrounded this time, I can push
most of the muck aside just by thinking the name Blackburn College. By remembering how I
found my own way.
_

The Write Idea Forum
The Write Idea forum is a collective of poets, fiction writers and everything even
vaguely in between. Some members are just there to read, the key thing is that it
is a community there to share words and explore words.
It costs nothing to join, and costs nothing to be a member afterwards. There are
competitions, some paying, others purely fun and free.
Why not join? You can find us at ;
http://www.helenwhittaker.net/phpBB2/index.php

Karen Sloan – Flowers, Canvas and a heart of gold
-Issue Sixes featured artist-

Karen Sloan lives up in 'Cottage Country' in Ontario, not
too far North of Haliburton. She not only paints – and boy,
what variety and style too – but runs a thriving organic seed
business.
Her art is part of the 'Studio Tour' that they run in the area
every year, where selected, highly skilled artists of every
persuasion get quite literally hundreds of visitors to their
art studios. It's an area of not only outstanding natural
wilderness and beauty, but also one of the highest
concentrations of creative talent on the planet. To be 'on
the Tour' is a sort of 'creme de la creme' plaudit, and
Karen's art clearly shows why she is there.
The sheer range and visual impact is what strikes the eye, from the jazzy pokes of colour in her
whimsical pop art/abstracts, through to her gritty portrayals of musicians and then again to
the florals and her landscapes.
Biggest claim to fame? The artist-formerlyknown-as-Prince owns a Sloan, complete with
limo collection of a snazzy pic of guitars from a
gallery. Not that Karen was wowed too much, she
prefers (okay, she salivates over) Steely Dan.
You can find more images of Karen's work at her
art blog
http://wallflowerstudio.blogspot.com/
and there are a couple of associated blogs that
cover the flowers and seeds side of things along
with environmentally friendly tips etc. Feel free
to graze, she won't mind.

The normal rule for poetry submissions in this issue is 40 lines. This, however, is not merely
a new poem but a new project for Caroline. As such we wanted to include it. (Poetry
Editors)
SS Cornwall
“The passage of a convoy through such waters is inevitably one of the most hazardous and
arduous operations of the war at sea.”
Have taken command of SS Cornwall
Built 1920, tonnage 10,600
Maximum speed 13 knots.
We left Bombay
carrying coal, grain, cottonseed
500 tons of frozen Australian meat.
Set for Liverpool via the Cape
Diverted to Port Said
Re-loaded – ack ack shells, 500 tons edible oil
Destination Malta, I believe.
August 29th 1940
Have joined convoy.
Destroyer escort; Jervis, Juno, Dainty, Diamond
ourselves and Volo, Plumleaf.
Night fine, sea calm, wind light from East
August 31st
Five Savoia 79s
out of heat-hazed mid-day sun.
We try to avoid them.
Ack ack patterns the sky
Sun-bright – difficult for our gun crews
Steeple high fountains of spray.
Hit aft.
Men showered with shrapnel.
Lifted bodily. Flung through awning.
Second – direct hit on wireless room.
Young Chamberlain – his first voyage
killed instantaneously.
McNeill still
alive. Everything disintegrates

the equipment, desks, bulkheads.
Third bomb explodes
at water level.
Engine room floods.
Smoke from fires on deck.
Steam from the damaged boilers.
Stench of cordite.
My stricken ship, how she lists
Please God,
don’t make me abandon her.
I give orders.
To Chief Officer Thomas - Put out the fires.
To Chief Engineer Drummond - Restart the engines.
Flames fanned by a fifteen knot wind
surround the ammunition locker,
gun crews crawl through encroaching flames
throw red hot shells over the side,
get badly burned. The locker explodes.
Shells like squibs flash across the deck.
Fire hoses riddled with splinters.
Punctured, fractured, twisted into loops.
Thomas starts a bucket chain of water across the decks.
Engine room awash.
Drummond’s voice “Restarting Starboard engine.”
We lurch.
Rest of the convoy zig zags past.
They must make Malta
before the Eye-ties come back.
“From our bridge, the Cornwall looked an utter shambles. She was listing, her deck was
buckled and ablaze and she was giving off great quantities of steam and smoke.” Officer,
Destroyer Juno.
The steering destroyed, the rudder’s
jammed. I can’t keep her straight.
We’re going in circles.
Drummond again.
“Port engine ready to pull now, Sir.”
I hold my breath.

Starboard engine half speed, Port
engine nearly full. At eight and a half knots,
we scramble after the convoy.
“Captain Mack of Jervis to Cornwall
Keep as steady and straight as you can.
We’ll zig-zag on either side of you.
For God’s sake man, put on more speed.”
Her hull’s shored up
tarpaulins, collision mats, bales of cotton,
timber. Still the water comes in.
Drummond and his men pump
and bail water from the engine room
Air foul – they cannot breathe.
My crew have shrapnel wounds, fractures,
burns. Plenty of common sense, bandages.
Little else.
but still they put out
fires, bail water
from the engines.
We must not put the others in jeopardy.
We’re managing twelve knots.
At sunset the convoy splits up
Plumleaf and Volo
steam ahead with Dainty and Diamond
straight for Malta.
Jervis and Juno remain with us.
We’re finally towed into Grand Harbour,
under the cover of blessed darkness.
“I wish to report that every member of the Ship’s company did their best, under trying
conditions.”
Captain Francis Cecil Pretty, D.S.C. OBE
Caroline M Davies

Shadow Dance
by John Harrower

Children are not meant to be kept cooped up, they told me, and threw me into the forest to get
some exercise. I had been doing no-one any harm practicing my cross-stitch, I suspected I had
been put out on my ear so my parents could disappear into their bedroom together.
Disgruntled, I blinked the harsh morning sun from my eyes and started to pad my way
through the tall, bare trunks.
I was not in the mood to climb the trees today. They required that I wrap my entire
body around them, grasping like a baby's hand around an adults' finger, clamping the smooth
bark between my thighs and shimmying upwards. Too much effort.
I would spring along on the elastic moss and pick wild strawberries to wrap in my
apron and maybe I'd take them home for Mama and Papa and maybe I'd eat them myself. A
secret between me and the woods. Then I saw the boy.
I'd been lost to myself, skipping and kicking the heads off dandelions, wondering when
it might be safe to return to our cottage and had found myself in a clearing. The melody I'd
been humming, plucked from Papa's fiddle, dies in my throat as I realise this boy, who has
just entered the clearing himself, has been singing the same tune. And stops when I do.
He looks the same age as I am; I am not afraid. We advance on one another and meet,
the amphitheatre of trees encircling us, neither saying a word to the other. He is duskier than
I, with smoky skin and he regards me with calm, steady, unbearable eyes. The birds have
ceased their chirrups and hold their breath. I now want to speak, to introduce myself, but I
can't break the silence where you can hear the brightness of the sun. He reaches out a hand, it
is like mine, and brushes the hair out of my face, back behind my ears. I blush as if with fever
and, unable to think of anything else, offer him one of the strawberries I have stored in my
apron pocket. He smiles and shakes his head, his teeth gleaming, then leans towards me,
slowly, slowly, until our lips meet in a kiss that could not be described as chaste. Our kiss over,
he turns to leave and I feel my body turning also, away from him, back to home.

On the walk back I am dumbstruck, forgetting to bundle up buttercups for Papa and
sprigs of thyme for Mama, as is my custom. I do not skip. Then, entering our cosy family
home, I greet my flustered mother. She asks if I enjoyed my walk, I tell her it's a beautiful day
outside.
Then I hand her my apron with the strawberries held inside and she takes it, thankful,
only for her gratitude to become something else altogether when she sees there are no berries
within it. What she had taken for fruit juices staining the garment is actually blood. There is
blood too on my summer dress and I realise at the same time as my mother that I have had
my first menses. She holds me in her arms for a long time, overjoyed and dismayed that her
girl has become a woman. I will not climb the trees of the forest again.

_

Manifesting ( a prose poem)
After the carols, before the mass, the organ sounded odd. No, the church. The cathedral bells
were ringing the call to mass; the organ was not in tune with them. A dissonant midnight
announced birth.
Christmas Day gave a morning of gift listening. “Magnum Mysterium” began. Rich opening
harmonies, crossings of glasses and flutes, sung wonder floated me.
It spiraled from chimed climax to calm “Beata Virgo”. Notre Dame bells outside my window
announced the end of mass. They were in tune with the song.
Incredible lofting created a trajectory that traversed a carol, an essence. Suddenly real wings
unfolded.
Maude Larke

ISSUE SIX Fiction Editor's Choice
Dogs
by Rana McCole
The girl is five. The father takes her all around in winter. Partnered, they scurry through the
inner city. Each night, they move in and out of houses, lit inside by fire. The toilets are dry.
The tubs are full of everything human. The father chases highs. As if suspended on a wire,
the girl’s toes follow the father’s heels exactly.
He has taken the girl to a new place. Inside the entryway, the walls are yellowed from
smoke and fingerprints. The carpet’s fibers lay stiff and stuck together. The hall is narrow
with two doors on both sides and a stairwell at the far end.
The father climbs. She lowers her head and hoists her small knees high to negotiate the
large steps. To the girl, the carpet is soiled snow. They are explorers in the arctic. The scents
are made by fires that warm climbers in the cold—and heat food for the dogs that travel with
them. The freezing air makes some travelers’ eyelids puffy, like they have changed to lips and
might speak. The frozen branches leave their arms bee-stung. The demands of adventure
make bellies withdrawn or ballooned.
They reach a door. The father opens it. “Go, sit.” He points. The girl moves to a sofa
that has too many colors. She sits on the edge. The room’s air stings her nose. Meat scraps
cooking for the dogs. The father finds what he needs on a long table. She can see a bed on the
floor. There is a kitchen not far away. The father kneels down at the table. It’s quiet. The girl
cannot be sure what color is the right color of the sofa—they’re all mixed up. The girl plays a
game—putting the red, brown, green, blue and tan blotches in order. But then another man

near the father distracts her.
He‘s half of a man. His legs have been taken. His chest is white. This man is wearing
only underwear. The girl moves her eyes from the man and swims inside the sofa’s colored
blotches. She tries to keep her head down, but the girl wants to see this picture—the cut man
—and pokes her head out of the murky water. The carpet has made this man’s thighs red and
big. He’s skiing on the rug all day long. The girl watches him give the medicine to the father.
She sees the sharp point of the stick.
There is a tiny round, black hole above her on the ceiling. It might be a spider. The girl
stares at the black spot until her neck hurts.
The father smokes a cigarette. It’s time to go. They leave the legless man after the
father gives him money.
On the street, the father staggers—his head bobbing in the wind. The girl keeps her feet
close behind the father’s. “Keep up,” she says to the dogs.
_

Fancy Deer stuff?

http://www.cafepress.ca/therighteyeddee

Resistance and Power
(a conversation in Tweets)
1. What’s happening? Popular Uprising
2. Who are you? Loose tongue
3. What is your name? Neighbour
4. Who are you? An adulteress
5. What are you doing? Stitching gashes and stumps
6. What’s happening? Oiling belly and breasts
7. Why? To be raped
8. Why? To pillage your manhood
9. Who are you? Wife, Accountant, Bread maker, Artist, Daughter
10. What are you called? Displaced
11. What’s happening? Tending fires
12. What are you doing? Gathering fecundity
13. What is your name? Refugee
14. What is happening?
15. What are you doing now? Making home.
Julie Corbett

Running of the Deer
by Eilidh Thomas
Hannah stands at the window. With outstretched arms she presses herself against the night.
Her nipples touch the nakedness of cold glass. She has been too long masking regrets; too
long hiding. The room grows dark as the coals dim. She can see the marks, reflected like dead
men’s fingers, scarred across the gently growing swell of her belly, vined down her thighs.
A new coldness blows in her bones as she replays Tom’s message on her voice mail.
He’ll be at the house in an hour. She eases on her clothes and picks up the car keys.
Distrusting the moonlight, she approaches the edge of the woods cautious of the bends
and twists along the road. From the corner of her eye, white movement, a glint in the
headlights, and she brakes. A deer is almost under her wheels. In suspended motion she
glides past the fallen doe. Their eyes lock in fear; they exchange lives, mirror emotions, cry at
each others pain. Then it’s on its feet again and gone – across the rear view mirror.
She continues slowly, wary and aware. A startled shock punches through her and her
foot jerks down on the accelerator. Behind her, the headlights of a bike zigzag up the road,
gaining speed, rage wild in its eyes. Hannah chokes with panic. Through thin films of
morning mist she realises that it’s Tom's bike. Her car clips the final bend and rolls. The last
nocturnal bark of a dog cuts the silence – dead.

The Deer Interviews : Marilyn Francis, Red Silk Slippers and all

While roaming the forest one day, as Deers do, I happened across a lovely poet by the name of
Marilyn Francis.
Marilyn : Good morning Mr Deer. What a delightful forest you have. Did you decorate it
all yourself?
The Deer : Not really, I did have a little hand in helping the odd offshoot though, I like to
think of it as fertilising a few ideas perhaps. Salad enhancement maybe. While I have you
here, let's get the preliminaries out of the way ... (pulls back a huge bunch of ferns and reveals
some shoe boxes) ... temptation, such a delicate tool for interviewing ...
The Deer : What is your favourite kind of sandwich…?
Marilyn : As I live near Bath, I suppose it should be cucumber sandwiches and a pot of Earl
Grey. Shall we nip off to the Pump Room and partake of some now? Otherwise, I’m quite
partial to a chip butty with brown sauce and a pint of Guinness.
The Deer : Red Silk Slippers, your poetry collection ... is this a girl thing with shoe shopping
rolled into it?
Marilyn : Just call me the Imelda Marcos of poetry. Funnily enough, it was rumoured that

Bookmarks, the Socialist bookshop, were planning to stock my book because they thought it
was a revolutionary/feminist treatise. Not that it isn’t both of those things of course. I do
seem to have a habit of, ‘dissecting the quotidian’, as an in-store critique at Foyles said.
The Deer : Ah, crass misjudgement ... I'll not be needing these then ... (covers shoeboxes
back up). In all seriousness though, I think it's one of the most stunning things about your
work, Marilyn, you pluck things from here and there, most ordinary, everyday things ... and
then you put them all together into a work of art ... well, okay, a poem ... but they are works of
art. Where do you get all these things and observations? Do you take notes constantly?
Marilyn : I think it comes partly from the idea of poetry being a way of looking at ordinary
things in a new and, I hope, surprising way, and partly because I’m fascinated by the banal
and the everyday. It’s very nice of you to call them works of art, Mr Deer. I do keep lots of
notebooks, and I get my inspiration from all sorts of places: overheard conversations,
newspapers, TV, backs of cornflakes boxes, sauce bottles, memories, dreams, paintings. Bus
journeys are quite a fruitful source. Make sure you don’t sit near me on a bus!
The Deer : And do you thread them together intuitively? Or is there always a purpose when
you set out to create? How do you know exactly what is going to fit with what?
Marilyn : I hardly ever know what I’m going to write until I’ve written it. I still have a lots
of things in my notebooks that one day I’ll do something with, but I never really know what
until I’ve done it. So, I’d say, it’s mostly intuitive, though I notice that I have a number of
recurrent themes/interests, which maybe means that there is some organising force in
operation somewhere.
The Deer : Do you want a pickle with that sandwich?
Marilyn : No pickle, no pork scratchings, no Scotch eggs.
The Deer : When did you start to write? What inspired you? Who inspired you?
Marilyn : I’m a relatively new writer, started in 2004. I’d just completed a Popular Culture

MA (literally a Mickey Mouse degree!) with the Open University, the snappily titled – The
Persistence of Memory: Nostalgia and National Identity in British Heritage Films from
Retro-chic to Cool Britannia – I enjoyed the process of writing so much, that when it was
finished I was lost. Tried to write some stuff about British films and the 1970s, but couldn’t
work out who (apart from me) might be interested in it, so it’s still gathering dust
somewhere. After that, I thought I’d try my hand at some short stories, did an OU creative
writing course, wrote some stories and poems, and in the end decided that I was more
interested in poetry. I find writing a huge pleasure. Of course it can be also be frustrating,
irritating and wearying, but there’s nothing like it when it’s going well. I read a lot of
poetry, mostly modern-ish poets. Poets whose books I’m reading at the moment are: Dennis
O’Driscoll, Seamus Heaney, Sinead Morrissey (something of an Irish theme emerging here)
as well as non-Irish poets, Michael Laskey, W S Graham, and Liz Lochhead, and a couple of
poetry magazines.
The Deer : Should a writer keep up with a web presence? The net seems to evolve from blogs
to social networks and now into Twittering. Doesn't this just distract from that end product,
just writing? Do you follow the self-promotion edict that many writers seem to be doing these
days?
Marilyn : I suppose the short answer is yes. If you want the world to see your work you
have to get it out there somehow, and a web presence seems the obvious way to go – we are
in the twenty-first century. However, I’m very slack about doing much about my own web
presence, because I find that even the small amount that I do distracts me from the actual
writing. I have the hugest admiration for those writers who can produce thousands of
words on blogs and social networks every day, but I am a slow writer and an even slower
thinker. I am on Facebook and Twitter, but that’s it. I’m slowly thinking about starting a
blog and a website …
The Deer : Do you just write poetry? Do you stick to one form or one type? And ... tricky one
this ... what was your most daring composition?
Marilyn : At the moment I’m just writing poetry, though I do plan to write some more
stories in the future. I try my hand at various forms of poetry – have been known to write

the odd sonnet or villanelle. Do you mean daring as in matters sexual? Or daring in form?
Or use of language? I’m a poetical virgin, have never tackled sex in any of my poems, but
then I suppose sex would be far too exciting for a lover of the banal like me. If you mean
language, then I suppose that my parody of Gertrude Stein, ‘Alice B Toklas Has Second
Thoughts’, which mostly says ‘tick tock’ is the most daring. Or it might have been if Gertrude
hadn’t got there first.
The Deer : Brown bread or white?
Marilyn : Both, please, with the crusts cut off.
The Deer : On The Write Idea forum, you've got friends and admirers of your writing. Do
they help with inspiring you sometimes, or is poetry an individual thing which you then
share?
Marilyn : The Write Idea forum is a great source of inspiration for me, it’s friendly,
supportive and informative. I get lots of ideas from the Monday flash prompts and the
competitions. The deadlines make me work even when I don’t always feel like it. I’m a bit
lazy… but, more than that, it gets the thoughts flowing.
The Deer : Do you have a structured process?
Marilyn : I have several processes, though I’m not sure how structured they are.
Sometimes I have an idea and write it out in stream-of-consciousness prose then pick out the
bits that seem most to say what I think I want to say, and work on from there. Sometimes I
pick out significant words and do a mind-map kind of thing. Sometimes I write straight to
the screen without any other preliminaries. Just writing anything, any old rubbish (you
may have noticed this!) will often trigger a poem, possibly something that’s been at the back
of my mind for a while.
The Deer : The born or made debate? Is a writer born or made? Or a bit of both? There's a
huge market of literary MFAs and stuff out there, are they producing a lot more Tennysons
and Dantes these days? Or is it just fluff to keep the places of education filled and their coffers

overflowing?
Marilyn : What a well chewed-over conundrum that one is! I doubt whether writers are
either born or made. Maybe writers choose to write rather than take up spot-welding
because they always got top marks for composition at school. They work hard, and
sometimes they get lucky – get their work recognised, get to make loads of money,
sometimes both. Whatever it is that motivates us to take up writing most of us will fail to
achieve fame and fortune, but I doubt whether that’s got anything to do with either innate
literary genius or a Creative Writing MA from the University of East Anglia - though I’d say
that the MA from the UEA was likely to be more useful. I doubt they produce too many
Tennysons or Dantes either, but that’s probably more to do with the fact that we live in a
different, more competitive, world where the written word is mostly just another
commodity. I don’t mean that we should all rush off and do MFAs, there are plenty of other
ways to learn, but I do think that we should be open to the idea of learning our craft. Should
anyone wish to sponsor me on a Creative Writing course at the University of East Anglia, I’d
be delighted to go, and I suspect that my poetry would improve no end!
The Deer : Now ... if for example, I was setting out to be a poet (I'm waiting for Apple to
come out with a much larger keyboard, they'll probably call it the iHoof), where would you
recommend that I start?
Marilyn : Throw away that iHoof, Mr Deer, and get your hooves on some books of poetry.
Don’t write a syllable until you’ve read at least twenty. When you’ve done that buy yourself
a notebook and a pencil and take a bus ride.
The Deer : And when is there a next Marilyn Francis book coming out? Would you/will you
go with the same publishers? Will you branch out elsewhere? Is there anything that you'd do
differently?
Marilyn : NoEyeDeer! I was very lucky when Kay Green (Circaidy Gregory Press) decided
that my poems were worth publishing as I hadn’t, at that stage, been thinking much about
publication. Now that times are even harder for poetry publishers, I’m not hopeful of
another book in the foreseeable. At the moment I’m trying to get some of my poems accepted

by poetry magazines – still awaiting responses. Other than that, I have several pages of the
adventures of a hippy detective, Elphine McGarrigle, set in a run-down seaside resort. A
kind of English No 1 Women’s Detective Agency with added patchouli.
The Deer : Lastly ... the best piece of writing advice that you've seen ... come on, spill the
beans ... everybody wants a soundbite that will make them a genius ... what is it?
Marilyn : Don’t listen to that voice-in-the-head when it tells you that what you’re doing is a
rubbish waste of time. Just keep writing until it shuts up.
Or, if inspiration eludes you, think on this from Gertrude Stein – I do.
'It takes a lot of time to be a genius, you have to sit around so much doing nothing, really
doing nothing.'
The Deer : Brilliant! Thank you very much, Marilyn. It's been a delight talking to you, and
your time and patience will be very much appreciated by our readers.
The Red Silk Slippers ... the real ones ... Thai silk ... have you still got them? Only I have a few
pairs of good shoes here, I'm sure we could haggle over a great price ...
Marilyn : I’ve still got them, you can put your shoe boxes away.
The Deer : Drat … curses ...
Marilyn Francis' excellent book of poetry, Red Silk Slippers, can be found at ;
http://www.circaidygregory.co.uk/rsslaunch.htm
_
Regrettably, due to ill health, our second interviewee Bob Thurber, a multi-award
winning short story writer has had to postpone his interview for now. He (complete with
curious Deer) will be back in a later issue. In the meantime, we can thoroughly recommend
his gritty and controversial new novel “Paperboy”. You can find it at
www.Casperianbooks.com

Such Things As Ghosts
by John Wilks
There’s a knack to opening the bedroom window. It’s necessary to sneak up and catch it by
surprise, so that it springs up almost by itself, as if startled. I suppose, when the new tenants
move in, they’ll get it fixed. Or maybe have it completely replaced. But the smooth, gliding
precision of double-glazing won’t be the same. It will lack character.
For years, I’ve sworn and fought and tussled against its cantankerous defiance in order
to possess the hard won skill. And shortly, I’ll be made redundant in this respect.
I turn away from the impassive glass and regard the room itself. It’s bare now. Even so,
every scratch on the floorboards has its story. Every blemish on the wallpaper brings back
memories.
And then there are the marks that can’t be seen with the eyes. The impressions, both
invisible and yet indelible, made on the very air of this room over the decades. Births,
marriages, deaths... parties, the War, pets... rows and reconciliations... and most of all, the
pervasive, gentle glow of love; welcoming, embracing and forgiving...
There’s no excuse for my sentimentality. It’s just the way I feel about this old house. So
much of myself is contained here. My past.
If there are such things as ghosts, then surely this room must be haunted.
But, no. I’m only being misty-eyed and maudlin. No-one else can feel, as I do, the sheer
emotional charge here. Crackling like static; the imagined whisper of people long dead.
The new tenants will soon map out which areas of the floor squeak. They’ll grow used to
the gentle moans the house makes at night and will joke that it must be a restless sleeper. Its
old bones creaking as it stretches. They’ll begin to lay down their own layers of history, like
particles of dust drifting down in sunbeams.
I’m not ashamed to allow tears to leak from my eyes. Sadness and anger and a dozen
other violent, confused emotions. I can’t help feeling the new tenants have no right to be
coming here. This is my house. Maybe I don’t have legal ownership, but I certainly possess
every single brick. As each possesses me.
How dare these strangers seek to intrude into this: my only home.
I’m tempted to soak all the rooms with petrol and set the house ablaze. A decent
cremation instead of what will amount to a cruel desecration.
I descend the stairs for the final time. The sound of my footsteps echoes despondently.
I am a trespasser in the only place where I have ever felt at home.

MONDAY FLASH POEMS
‘The Monday Flash over several years has produced some of the most vibrant and innovative
poetry on The Write Idea. For the last few years this has been superbly run by Rachel Green
and we are grateful to her for her hard work and perseverance. This year Catherine Edmunds
has taken over the reins and it continues to be a source of inspiration and fine work.’ (Poetry
Editors)

The Oarsman’s Song
We left at dawn cold grey drizzle on iron grey mountains
and the women wailing –
wives and mothers,
mothers and wives;
we oarsmen watched them as we rowed away –
saw them melt in the grey mist;
grey sea sliding under a grey sky
our road south and west
to Whitby –
cold grey drizzle on grey green moorland
and the women waiting,
keening behind the earl's pikemen
running to the Abbey,
wailing on the hundred steps
slick with rain and blood,
running from the Abbey;
we oarsmen watch the fires leap
roof to roof, street to street
as the dragon ship heads back
north and east,
back to the fiords
the cold grey mountain shrouded in mist,
the women,
we oarsmen shall not see them
until we beach the ship.
Francis Hayes

Flight Path
Bubble wrap rain lies
glass cold
on the conservatory window
then runs like tears.
From here it is easy
to watch
spliced love darken the horizon
as roads cross.
She says one thing
must leave
if a new one enters in
and is unmoved by the kill.
In the last light
the hawk
who took the sparrow
has nothing left to mourn.
Eilidh Thomas

The Blonde at the Bus Stop
The blonde at the bus stop
smells of last night's fag end kebab
and nail polish remover.
There is that smeared look round her eyes
from her Viking ancestors who scanned the horizon
and saw the raw edge of the world.
Here be dragons
on the vellum of her shoulders
and blood-eagle exposed nerves.
A winged helmet rusts
in the drowned ruins of East Anglia
and it starts to rain as the 252 arrives.
John Wilks

Dust Sparkles in the Night
We are walking; before the witching hour and can feel
lights in houses warning us against the dark. But slowly
the buildings nod off, street lights and car headlights
become our only guardians. Then our eyes accommodate
to Erebos’s darkness and we start to search for constellations.
It is mid August and we are heading out of town towards the estuary.
Our intention to lay down and look upwards to the northeast and
capture in our memories shooting stars of the Perseid Meteor Shower.
The city at our back gives out growls of late night traffic and
sometimes the howl of a siren. We walk along the main road
instead of the pedestrian pathway for what we knew to be a false
security. Only taxi cabs and lorries pass by us, not one taking any
interest in our journey. In the moonlight the cranes and gantries
of the docks and ferry port form silent battlements at the edge
of the water. We reach the jetty and point out the land marks
illuminated or looming along the bank or across the River Humber.
I am surprised that the smell of the open sea is so powerful and
that the movement of the swell has the shape of waves falling
onto a beach. We unpack our mats and covers and lay down. Clouds
and the light from the moon obscure some of the sky. It is a
magnificent display and for the first half hour we compete to spot the
meteorites, straining our necks until we learn to stay focused on just
one sector. Our talk is both earnest and light with those words of love
and trust that wordsmiths and artists do very well to overhear.

Julie Corbett

Between
the cellar and the attic
my life twines
like the tendrils of a clematis
that never flowers.
Rachel Green

Broken Nose
knocked out of joint
by a flying word
without a doubt
it hurt
cartilage crushed
blood and tear soup
no simmering, all was aboil
cunt, he snarled
bully, she spit
they stared at the mess
bandaged the pain
slept soundly on it
until morning.
Donna Gagnon

'Wall mural' painted at Minden Animal Hospital, Ontario by Karen Sloan

Bones
The Angel fish bones
jut from the sand
bright turquoise.
Chaos left by the storm,
the palm trees smashed,
beauty stopped.
The clouds parted
to let the lightning in
electric flashes across the beach.
You have every reason
to leave for the nearest town.
A ten mile hike.
A swig from the rum bottle
and you can’t resist
the bones of the fish.
Blue and curled like feathers,
you’ll use them for collage
to sell to the tourists.
Caroline M Davies

Restoration ‘A’ Listed
Today they climbed the scaffold where even angels
are losing sleep at my beauty made naked, my
Burne Jones eyes removed. Stripped of dignity, fine stones
pitted and pocked, my patched roof sagging with lost slates
and nail sickness. I’m shrouded in canvas, waiting
one hundred and seventy six years of grace past,
for master mason's tools. Wearied by pollution,
soft harled coat of sand and lime broken, crumbled
to the ingres and egress of age on mortar.
For the first time today they climbed the scaffold but
it held no fears. I’m better off this way where I
shall brag of my glory again and shine on thee.
Eilidh Thomas

Sullen Skies
It feels like the seaside
with wind blowing and waves crashing
against granite-pebble beach
and the hiss and clatter
as the waves drag pebbles back
to the bosom of the tide.
But I’m not at the beach
and the waves are the plastic sheets
on the shed roof
creaking and banging
and the bags of recycled plastics
taking flight
into sullen grey skies.
I want a lazy day
a crazy day
a wrap-up-warm-and-watch-an-old-film day.
I don’t want to write
or draw or paint or sweep the floor
I want to just snuggle with a blanket and the dog
and a book
and a cup of tea.
Rachel Green

change of heart
you called
to say I love you
disconnected
somewhere between
y and o
I redialed immediately
your number
no longer in service

Jean Brasseur

Week 22
by Sharon Birch
I started the week with a trial at Crown Court. We had child witnesses who needed to give
evidence. Forced to give evidence by a defendant who had pleaded not guilty. One was a boy
who had been habitually buggered, another a seventeen year old girl raped. And the final one
was an eight year old girl indecently assaulted. All by the same man. His barrister said he
couldn’t be guilty because of the wide disparity of ages and offences. He was wrong. And I was
glad the jury thought so too. Plus, these weren’t the defendants first offences. He was now
nineteen but when he was twelve, then thirteen, and continuously thereafter, he had done bad
things. Or was he just a person who had been corrupted himself? I was glad that wasn’t a
question I had to answer.
After a trial lasting three and a half days, I returned to the office and was given another
‘job’. An eight week old baby with a fractured skull. The injury was deemed suspicious. A
colleague and I had to arrest and interview both parents. They admitted to having been
neglectful to their son whilst he was in their care but we could not prove a deliberate assault.
On the evening of the fourth day I took four children into care. They had been living in
squalor. Detritus piled up in each and every room. Things running around in a house that
should only have been inhabited by people, not vermin. The only things in the fridge were a
four week old milk that sat alongside a flat bottle of open beer. On the windowsill of the
kitchen window sat a single crust, hardened, with a little bite taken from the corner, the telltale sign, tiny teeth indentations in the stale bread. One sodden and split mattress lay on bare
floorboards in an upstairs room. It could not be described as a bedroom. A dirty, soiled, and
uncovered duvet lay on the mattress in a squiggle, a four point five tog - the only warmth in a
room with a window cracked and frost-ridden. A room that smelt of mould and old and decay.
The next day I helped three children. The eldest boy was aged but eight. He had found
their mother dead at the bottom of the stairs with a belt fastened tightly around her neck. She
had made an extra hole in the leather and clasped it tight, shut. She had done this herself
because her suicide note said so. She was depressed and thought her children would be better
off without her. I tried not to cry in front of them, and tried not imagine what had driven her
to think that, to take that final action.
Just as I was ready to leave the office for the weekend, a suspected paedophile rang me.
He said he had taken an overdose. By the time I and the ambulance had arrived, he was fitting
and then stopped breathing. He was resuscitated, transferred to hospital and lay in ITU . For
the whole of the following week.
Whilst dealing with these cases, I did the usual things too; the stuff nobody hears about, not
glamorous, just run of the mill matters. Making and taking referrals. Chasing up enquiries and
following up cases, preparing witnesses and liaising with my multi-agency colleagues.
I loved my job. It served a purpose and these people needed help. I could only try. The
price is high. I chose to do this job and others don’t because they don’t want to, they don’t

wish to see, or be concerned, or be connected or contaminated by so much nastiness.
And I wonder. Now I no longer do it, why do I miss it so much? Perhaps I need looking
at. These cases and more, they are forever in my head.
_

The Message
by Crystal Bourque
“I love you,” I tell her.
She smiles, stands on her tip toes, plants a soft kiss on my lips.
“I’m going to miss you,” she whispers.
I remind myself how late it is.
Her gaze locks on mine. Shivers run down my neck, then all the way down my spine.
She always stares at me like I am the most important person in the world.
God, I don’t want to leave her.
“I’ll see you bright and early tomorrow,” I say, taking a step back from the inviting
warmth of her body. “It’s one of the many perks of working together.” I force myself to walk
away, towards where my jacket and briefcase had been tossed on the way to the bedroom.
She laughs. The sound is rich and throaty. I grab my jacket so that I won’t reach for her
again.
“That reminds me,” she says, rummaging through her purse. “Someone left a message
for you earlier this afternoon.”
“Office talk,” I say, grinning as I turn to pick up my briefcase. “Such a turn on. Alright,
fine, tell me. Who called?”
As I turn back, a glint of silver catches my eye. I freeze.
“Your wife,” she says. She lifts the revolver higher, points it at my head.

I’ve barely heard her. The room blurs. The black hole of the gun barrel captures my
attention. I should ... should ... look her in the eyes, make contact, attempt to stop her.
A course, taken years ago, pops into my head. Management 101, Negotiation. I should
know what to do. All I can see though is black, a hole that appears to grow deeper and broader
with each passing nanosecond.
Her index finger flexes. It bends at the knuckle, increasing pressure.
Maybe there was a click, something mechanical, something rolling and a hammer
falling. And maybe I smiled at the absurdity of the thought as it entered my mind.
Management 102, Communication. It's important to get the message, wanted or not.
_

Calling for submissions – Issue Seven of The RightEyedDeer

Issue Seven of The RightEyedDeer, and we are looking for anything to do with the number
seven. It can be seventh heaven, lucky (or not so lucky perhaps) seven, the seventh son of a
seventh son. Push the boundaries and strain the tenuous links with the number, we won't
mind.
It may be a poem of seven words, seven lines, seven stanzas … and no, stanzas don't always
come with four lines.
Seven pages might just be pushing our editorial limits, but all we seek is fine writing that
makes us drool and know that it just HAS to be published.
Easy, eh?
Submissions to therighteyeddeer at gmail dot com
Submissions close 31st July 2011, we look forward to reading your work!

Pass on the Elegy
I’m going to start cracking bone and boring deep.
Scratch awl in the ear of a dead boy’s head.
Pushing, pointed, coming through.
You entered dimming, a whisper, fearful of shadow and light,
and we met as innocents, as strangers often do, on the
heel of blind fate finding its characters.
You knew my nerve was brittle. I should have stolen you away,
hopped a bus to Fresno where we could have sipped cold beer
long into the afternoon while the world forgot
we existed. We could have dreamed, unscathed, on the shoulders
of slumbering, overly perfumed old ladies while the
Greyhound rolled on past Merced into twilight.
I had a future of lies to live, but yours were soon to end before,
before it all began, your liver snarled in poisons and blank stares radiating
from strangers behind reinforced lead walls.
Lying next to you in my bed, I dreamed of hurling bedpans through the window,
pissing on the floor, and ripping out the plastic vines that lined the
dingy window at the end of the hall where
all the fading families huddled, heads bobbing like balding coconuts between their
hands, crying and pleading. We shared an endless line of hideous smiles,
carefully secreted behind daffodils and potted plants
that would need attention long after dust had been scattered elsewhere. There
were moments though, when She came into the room and we were
hardened with the excitement of an encouraging wink.
Even then, I never understood how I watched you pass those final days putting together
a short wave radio, with transistors and capacitors meticulously laid
out on your bed like wine and bread at The Last Supper.
But since you did construct it Jimmy, and perhaps if you’re listening on that
short wave, which is maybe why you built it, I’m just saying,
we should have fucked that night nurse. She was game.
George Korolog

The Mall
by
Richard Pannbacker
He had no trouble finding a parking place. It was mid-afternoon on a weekday – all the
real people were at work. He crossed the roasting parking lot to an entrance to the Mall. The
sidewalk was strewn with cigarette butts left by husbands waiting for their wives, unable to
cope with the lingerie section. The entrance led into a department store. He passed through
the luxuriously cool foyer and entered the store itself, greeted by the scent of style: new
fabrics, leather, perfumes.
He had entered the women’s clothing section. The mannequins fascinated him. He
used to think them grotesque: faceless beings striking unlikely poses. Now he understood
them; no interfering hint of personality - only pure style - perfect fashion beings. Fashion had
so much power. He remembered a suit of Italian design he had bought long ago during a bout
of depression. The seductive softness of the expensive wool; the low beltline and deep cut of
the lapels. It had made him feel like a completely different person: sophisticated and
cosmopolitan. For a moment he was Marcello Mastroianni.
He could see the Mall interior just beyond the store’s perfume section. In passing, he
glanced at the clerks chatting at the counter, all wearing sensuous but unapproachable black.
One clerk glanced idly at him; maybe he wanted to try a new scent – a new persona? He
moved on into the Mall.
Old people were pacing the length of the Mall, carefully following the corners of the
pattern on the floor, oblivious to the surrounding temptations, the ambulatory dead. He
thought of the place where he had decided he would go to die: a grassy spot overlooking the
creek where as a young man he used to sit watching the water flow past into its future. Since
then, where it had once curved out into an oxbow, it had cut through to the returning
streambed; a tick of the geological clock. The creek moved faster now.
Most of the other people at the Mall were kids cutting classes, parading and shouting
up and down the space. He started to enter a bookstore – nothing there he wanted to read.
He looked around the Mall - nothing beckoned. He returned to the department store – the
men’s section – one last try.
Hopelessly overpriced shirts in the latest colors, their logos conspicuous so
everyone would know; he touched one, feeling the luxury between his fingers. Would he want
to be a “Tommy”? A bored clerk came toward him; yes, he might try one of the shirts. He
came out of the dressing room and looked in the mirror. Something wasn’t right. The clerk
asked him if it was to be a gift for a younger person. He found he couldn’t speak to answer.
He fled into the changing room, put his old shirt back on and slithered past the oblivious
clerk, out of the store and into the reproachful sun.
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Eclectic

Along with back issues of The RightEyedDeer, they are available from our storefront at ;
http://stores.lulu.com/therighteyeddeer

